There is a slow yet
sure resurgence of
traditional Indian fabrics
- from pochampally
to ikat to patola,
maheshwari, and more
that is changing how
the apparel industry
works. Bindu Gopal
RAO finds out how
tradition is coming
back strongly, and how
there is a change that
is susceptible as far as
apparel is concerned.
Likewise, apparel
exports of what is truly
Indian are also
gaining momentum.
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n order to keep these products trending in the
market, there are designers who are using traditional
textiles and fabrics in order to make contemporary
fashion statements. While silk and cotton have been
prevalent, linen has started getting a recent thrust
and many designers and fashion icons are moving towards
linen and promoting it. Saris in linen have become a recent
phenomenon, with weavers being able to weave sustainably
with linen as a fabric. Parisera has been reviving the ancient
crafts and the natural traditional fabric by creating market
demand, elevating these to luxury and making it relevant to
the modern Indian women. Traditional textiles are revived
using age-old skills and by making it contemporary in
texture, colour, and aesthetics, which will appeal globally
and to the new generation. Vasundhara Mantri & Aayshya
Jhunjhunwala, Co-founders, Shaadilogy.com say, “With
many successful designers promoting these fabrics in the
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The important markets for Indian fabrics are USA, Europe,
Japan and Australia”, says Nidhi Mehra, Founder, Aahanas,
an ethnic brand. “For exports, it is usually minimal designs
with a subdued colour palette and innovative textures that
move the most. They are not as celebratory in their motifs and
colours like Indians. So a balance between the technique and
aesthetic is the key”, opines fashion designer Gaurang Shah.
The key here is to strike a balance between the weaver's skills
and create contemporary textiles maintaining the traditional
aesthetics. For instance in 2012, during the Berlin Fashion
Week, Gaurang took the traditional weaving technique of
jamdani in khadi and made it global with contemporary
designs, textures, and modern silhouettes. Vinutha
Subramaniam, CEO & Director, Parisera explains, “We are
in the business of luxury handcrafted saris and 50 per cent
of my business comes from international customers. This is
because 'slow fashion' and sustainability are fast becoming
a thing, and natural fabrics are the preferred choice. Actors
and style icons are also moving towards handloom natural
fibres and that makes it more exciting for the international
audience. The demand for saris and structured garments
in organic cotton is also steadily growing amongst Indians
and foreigners”.
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Export Thrust
The long-time consumer trend towards
hand-woven apparel has given way to
demand for high-end, hand-woven home
furnishing. The demand is particularly
strong for exclusive, easy-care, hand-woven
with style, colour fastness, and especially,
machine washable fabrics. “There is a huge
potential for traditional Indian fabrics in
countries like Australia, which is small yet
a very high-end market. Buyers are ready to
pay the price for quality goods and they value
the art. The art of ikat which is integral to
Patola has been popular in many countries
across the world, especially in South East
Asia and Central Asia. Thus there have been
many variations in the technique of ikat, but
Patola is counted among the most exquisite.
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global market the demand of these abroad
has consequently increased as there are a
number of NRI's who would want to get a
touch of their culture on special occasions,
also look classy and elegant at the same time”.
Indian fabrics are varied and the country is
home to many traditional ones. Patola, for
instance, is a double ikat woven sari usually
made from silk, made in Patan, Gujarat,
India. “They are very expensive, once
worn only by those belonging to royal and
aristocratic families. These saris are popular
among those who can afford the high priced
velvet patola styles, made in Surat. Patola
weaving is a closely guarded family tradition
there are three families in Patan that weave
these highly prized double ikat sarees. It is
said that this technique is taught to no one
in the family, but only to the sons. It can
take six months to one year to make one sari
due to the long process of dyeing each strand
separately before weaving them together”,
says Rosy Ahluwalia, Designer, Hollywood
& Bollywood Fashion.
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Government Impetus
The resurgence of fabrics like khadi has slowly started to
associate itself in the Indian market as a balance between
traditional and modern identity. Maheshwari handloom is
one of India’s most well-known handcrafted textiles loved
the world over for its fineness, delicacy, and sophistication.
Like all handwork, much imagination, labour, and patience
go into its making. “The government's 'Make In India'
initiative is giving a new lease of life to some relativelyunknown varieties of indigenous fabrics. Thanks to the
efforts of designers and some state governments, fabrics such
as ikats and Uppada silks are being adopted and revived, as
are the more popular Banarasi and khadi varieties. There
have also been labour law reforms for workers in the textile
industry. As a result of current Government involvement
through monetary support and application of various
progressive and well-being schemes, this sector has been able
to withstand race from the powerloom and mill sectors”,
says Mehra.
Challenges Galore
The major challenge is getting the new generation of weavers
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of mechanisation and mordernisation, the
handloom sector is undergoing changes that
are impacting the livelihood of the weavers.
Handloom weavers are facing severe livelihood
crisis because of adverse government
policies, globalisation and changing socioeconomic conditions. The national and
state governments do have several schemes
pertaining to production inputs, market
support, and development, meant to protect
the welfare of the weaving community.
Fruitless operation of the schemes and the
changed context of the textile industry,
increasing competition from the powerloom
and mill sectors, have been largely responsible
for the crisis in the handloom industry. Lack
of information to weavers regarding various
policies and schemes is no less a significant
cause for the dwindling fortunes of the
weaver community.

today's generation. “Also, there are many
substitutes for these products which are
available at really cheap prices and hence the
value for the authentic traditional fabric is
been challenged at every stage. Consumers
want products fast and at a cheap rate and
this is fulfilled by many markets that deal
in substitute products as it is easier for them
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to work using handloom weaving, and for
the master craftsmen to modify their ageold designs and make contemporary textiles.
The biggest challenge that the market faces
is that there are limited people who would
understand and value the craft. Challenges
also come from the mass-market and also
the western culture that has influenced

to produce them in bulk. Many companies
also come out with screen printing which
overpowers the efforts put in by artisans to
hand-create the fabric”, aver Vasundhara
and Aayshya.
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Handloom Woes
The challenge for handloom weavers now is
to make age-old quality hand-woven more
marketable. Hence, the commercialisation
of traditional weaving has become the
project of hundreds of cooperative societies
and private enterprises, and of the Indian
government itself. Given the relentless nature
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In Conclusion
Woven on traditional looms, each of these
textiles has its uniqueness and epitomises the
skills and craftsmanship of Indian weavers
and artisans. Moving right from the grass
roots level to big export houses, these textiles
are promising and offer an innate personal
touch fused with contemporary styles, cuts,
and embroidery. Siddharth Saigal, Owner,
and Head, Wrap Studio explains, “In recent
times, there are evident resurgence and
growth in demand for traditional weaves,
handlooms, and products. When these
products are carefully handcrafted and
enhanced with fresh and innovative garment
styles and embroidery under the supervision
of trained designers, they offer a refreshing
respite to the alternative machine-made
products. There is huge demand for
traditional textiles from abroad and it is sure
to increase in the coming future.”

